
Are There Native Fish in La
Milagrosa Canyon?



Abstract
Native riparian fish are commonly overlooked and historically under-appreciated

inhabitants of desert ecosystems. Before an historical drought in 2021, I found what I believed
were longfin dace (Agosia chrysogaster) in a drying pool in La Milagrosa Canyon, a tributary of
the Santa Cruz watershed. However, the pool in which I found them may have completely dried
up later that summer during an historic drought. After the pool had refilled from seasonal rains I
revisited the site but instead of finding dace, I found an invasive fish: green sunfish (Lepomis
cyanellus). To determine whether native fish were still present, I partnered with USFWS to
sample potential habitats of native species and possible source pools for invasive species to be
flushed down into canyon pools. After 900 trapping hours with minnow traps, I did not find any
fish but this is likely because a flood less than a month before flushed the canyon out and
spread out any fish populations. Older footage of the fish from before drought indicate they may
have been invasive sunfish the whole time. Revisiting these pools in the summer when water
levels are lower is suggested to help answer the question of whether there are any native fish in
this canyon.
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Introduction
I've been intrigued with fish for years. I've logged dozens of hours searching for fish in

deep canyon pools all around Southern Arizona. I’ve snorkeled in the Santa Catalinas, swam in
deep canyon cracks and found fish. This led me to find/notice a refuge population of native
longfin dace in a large “perennial” pool in Agua Caliente Canyon in December, 2020 (Image 1). I
found about 10-20 fish that I believed were longfin dace and confirmed my finding with a fish
biologist from the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). One fish seen at that time is
shown in a grainy photo depicted in Image 1. It is really special to see native fish in Arizona
canyons and pools because out of the 36 fish species native to Arizona, one species is already
extinct; 34 have been identified as Species of Greatest Conservation Need in Arizona; and, 20
have been federally listed as endangered or threatened (AZGFD, 2021). Fortunately, longfin dace
is not threatened. July 2020 brought 99% of Arizona into
drought (diLiberto, 2021) and 90% in record high drought. In
late January, I watched the refuge pool dry up. After finding
another video from even farther back in the drought, I
presented it to fish biologists from USFWS and Pima County.
After reviewing the new footage they both said it was likely to
be green sunfish (Doug Duncan and Ian Murray, personal
communication). It was possible that the fish I had seen later
were longfin dace, but that was very unlikely. This led me to my
research question, “Are there Native Fish in la Milagrosa
Canyon.”

Possibly finding native fish in La Milagrosa Canyon led me to wonder where native fish
populations live in Southern Arizona. I created a spreadsheet of documented locations of
various native fish and looked at satellite imagery to get a better understanding of where these
populations live. When I learned that there were no native fish in nearby Saguaro National Park
(Don Swann, personal communication), I was shocked. They have been monitoring all the major
riparian pools for Leopard Frogs and would not have missed rare native fish. With the largest
pool drying up in La Milagrosa Canyon, I was unsure if native fish could have survived the



extreme drought of 2021. It became my mission to find out the fate of the fish of La Milagrosa
Canyon, if there were any.

About Milagrosa Canyon

Geographically, La Milagrosa Canyon can be found in the Agua Caliente watershed to the
north east of Tucson, Arizona. It is situated in the Santa Catalina Mountains which are renowned
for many populations of native indigenous fish, primarily in the Sabino and Bear Canyons. To the
south is Saguaro National Park capturing most of the Rincon Mountains, which contains no
native fish. Also to the south you have Tanque Verde Wash. This region has historically had
populations of native fish ranging from the threatened Gila topminnow to Gila chub. Surprisingly
longfin dace aren't as common in our watershed. They are, however,  widely spread from Nevada
to New Mexico. “Longfin Dace tolerates a variety of conditions. In desert streams it survives
droughts and other low water periods by hiding under algae mats, stones or logs. After heavy
rains, it quickly moves back into once dry streambeds and other suitable habitats” (Johnson,
2008). All these drainages are part of the Santa Cruz River watershed which has been recently
restored with threatened Gila Topminnow (USFWS, 2017). To the East we have the San Pedro
River. Both of these rivers pay a key role in long term protection and success of the native fishes
of Arizona. This means that Agua Calinete Canyon is in a crucial and impactful geographic
location for desert fishes. Not only are there no historical records for what native fish once lived
and currently live in this canyon, but what does live in the canyon will be washed down into the
Tanque Verde then to the Rillito River and ultimately the Santa Cruz RIver where threatened
native fish such as the Gila topminnow live.



Making observations

On January 9, 2020, almost one year since I found the possible longfin dace, I was
unsure if the fish were locally extinct in La Milagrosa Canyon after the drought of 2020-21. I took
my dad, my brother up the canyon to explore. My original idea was to drop my dad's phone into
the pool with some flashlights in a bag. Unfortunately the phone bag wasn’t entirely waterproof
and the bag was not heavy enough to sink. It didn't work out and the phone got wet and the bag
floated. We were cold and wet and we were about to give up when I found fish in a downstream
pool.  I was hyped but when we got a closer picture
(Image 3), the find was upsetting.  It was an invasive
non-native fish, a green sunfish (Lepomis cyanellus). It
was terrible news but there was one good side to it. If
the sunfish had survived, perhaps longfin dace could
also have survived the drought. There was also the
possibility that sunfish had outcompeted dace in the
few pools that remained during the drought.
Unfortunately, we were unable to go up for another 2
weeks due to flooding. In the meantime, I read as
much as I could about anything I could find about
native fish. Some things were extremely helpful, like
Fish of Arizona Field Guide, which stated that longfin
dace could survive prolonged periods of drought by
hiding under algae mats (Johnson, 2008). Over a
period of around a week or two I had my hypothesis:
The native fish of La Milagrosa have survived prolonged drought but are threatened by the
presence of introduced and invasive species.

Materials and methods

Acquiring minnow traps and permits

After sharing my findings with a USFWS
biologist in a phone call, they suggested using minnow
traps to further investigate the fish of La Milagrosa
canyon. They confirmed over the phone that there were
no historical records of fish in Milagrosa canyon. We
discussed the impacts of the historical overuse of
water, climate change and the recent efforts to bring
back and restore populations of native fish in Arizona. A
few days later they dropped off 13 minnow traps at my
front door. I also had all of the necessary permits



complete, including: Volunteer Service Agreement - Natural & Cultural Resources
(USDA-USDI-DOC-DOD, 2015) as well as the USFWS Job Hazard Analysis Field Work for Aquatic
Field Work (2017).

Using the minnow traps

Minnow traps are wire-framed traps wrapped in netting with openings on either end for
the fish to swim into (Image 4). A small baggie with bait lures them in and they do not swim out
through the opening they originally found. Traditionally, fish biologists use dog food as bait
(Doug Duncan, personal communication). To prep the trap you select your pool, bait the trap,
and add a float inside the trap. Biologists do that in Arizona to allow for unwitting mud turtles of
other surface-breathing animals to be able to breathe if they also get trapped. When you throw
the trap in the water it should be staked or tied to something so it does not float away.

Locations and timing of trapping

Between January 30 and February 7, I
visited 13 pools in the La Milagrosa Canyon where
fish were previously found and the adjacent canyon
(Image 5). I trapped for 2-4 hours at 7 pools on the
first day. To increase probability of catching a fish, I
decided to leave the traps for longer periods and
trapped for 24 hours on the second attempt and for
48 hours on the third attempt.

Results

The first trapping

On January 30, my dad, my brother and my
cousin and I set out on the Milagrosa Loop Trail, fish traps in hand. Previous to this excursion I
selected 6 pools to visit using google maps. Once I arrived at the first pool, I prepped the trap.
After putting a float in the trap (According to Doug the float was to keep some oxygen in the trap
so that mud turtles that got caught in the trap wouldn't die.) and loading it up with dog food, I
strategically threw it in. Sunfish like rocks, while Longfin Dace like sand. Then we waited. After
two hours we pulled up the traps, when I unloaded the first trap, Fish! I was very excited, but
when I looked closer some things caught my eye, they  weren't  Dace or a Sunfish. They were
also flat, finless, and lifeless. I thought it was a Gila Topminnow, but later Doug said it was a
Mosquito fish, a Mosquito fish! They are  among the worst nonnative fish in Arizona, especially
to threatened Gila Topminnow. Luckily, they weren't from La Milagrosa, but instead the fish were



leftover fish from previous trapping  dried up and deceased. The next pool had no fish, and the
next, and the next. Finally we got to the last trap, and unfortunately there were no fish. 4 miles
later, I left empty handed, unable to catch or document fish. It really was upsetting, but I cannot
prove absence so I did not give up.

The second trapping

In February I returned to the large pool where I had laid traps the previous day. All traps
were set in the large pool. After the previous traps had found nothing in many small pools
throughout the canyon after baiting for 2-4 hours, this was concentrated in the one location
where fish had been found and set for 48 hours. The traps had been loaded with a new bait. The
biologists always use Gravy Train brand dog food. Unfortunately, no traps had fish. I then
decided to put all of the traps into the lower pools. The lower pools (where I found the sunfish)
were much shallower than the big pool. At the deepest probably around 5 feet. My goal was to
maximize my chance of finding fish in that pool. Being the pool where I found sunfish, it would
be interesting to find longfin dace, or any fish. After all, I don't know exactly what's in there.

The third trapping

12 traps were set in the lower pools. After 48 hours the traps were pulled up revealing
nothing.

Date Water body Observation Fish Identified

Sep 29, 2020
(Before extreme
drought and pool
drying)

Large Pool (LP)
Extreme drought
(pools mostly empty,

no stream flow)

Visual (Caught
on video)

Longfin dace
- Suggested by

USFWS
- Questioned ID

by Pima County
biologist

Dec 27, 2021
(After drought and
monsoon refilling)

100 yards downstream
from LP
Trickling stream, some

small and deep pools

Visual (Caught
on a underwater
camera)

Green sunfish
- Found in low

water pool
- Confirmed ID

Jan 7 to Feb 7, 2022
(After Jan 1 flood)

Sampled 12 pools
Stream flowing, very

deep pools

13 traps set
*Permits
acquired January
2022

No fish captured
No fish observed

Table 1: Dates of trapping, including observations of water levels and any fish identified.



Discussion and conclusions
This experiment was set up based on the possible longfin dace identification by a

USFWS biologist from a grainy January, 2021, video. Later findings of fish from a higher quality
video from September, 2020, may have ruled out longfin dace as the original ID. I did confirm the
ID of sunfish in La Milagrosa Canyon in December, 2021, before a large flood and before I
performed the trapping experiment.

After acquiring permits and traps from USFWS and recording over 900 hours of trapping
time, I did not find fish after the New Years flooding event. During my trapping time (January -
February 2022) the pools were extremely deep and full. At first I thought it would be very
coincidental to find native fish just before they go locally extinct. However, after discussing my
findings with the USFWS fish biologist, they suggested it would be possible to find a local
population in drying pools that then become locally extinct. I later found and shared better
videos from September, 2020, with a fish biologist from Pima County. They questioned the initial
ID of longfin dace, suggesting the original sightings may also have been juvenile green sunfish.
Additionally, they suggested a longfin dace finding in the canyon would be unusual. After
reviewing the earlier video footage of the fish with the USFWS biologist, they also believe the
original fish may have been green sunfish and NOT longfin dace. Therefore, it is important to
positively ID the fish in this canyon. The sunfish are/were likely from a cattle tank in the Bellota
Ranch area.

The status of both native and invasive fish in La Milagrosa is not entirely clear. It is likely
that green sunfish are still thriving but populations are too diffuse after the recent flood to
detect reliably. It is uncertain whether there are or were longfin dace in this canyon. Many native
fish populations have been living in canyon pools for millennia trapped in a moment of
geological time. Thousands of years ago or more, fish were able to swim upstream within their
watersheds. When waterfalls formed the fish became trapped and were not able to move
upstream anymore. The fish that were already upstream became the refuge populations but
when floods and fires washed them down they became extirpated from their watershed. Unable
to return they would become locally extinct. That is my worry for any possible native La
Milagrosa populations. Now threatened by climate change, these and other vulnerable
populations are hanging by a thread.

I know that invasive sunfish are in the canyon. Perhaps there are or were native native
fish in La Milagrosa Canyon. Knowing that fish survived the 2020 drought in this canyon shows
that this is a promising site for introduction of native fish species, and removal of nonnative fish
would be a requirement.

Why it matters

Diversity is important, but when invasive species come along and wipe out native fish,



that diversity is broken. Native fish are very important to this ecosystem, they provide food for
larger predators. They also keep insect populations at a low. Native desert fishes are extremely
important. It's not just invasive species that threaten them, it's also Climate Change and historic
overuse of water. We get our water from the colorado river, but local water is also pumped up to
make our water taste better. This lowers aquifers significantly, and lowers creek levels. Native
fish aren't doing too well, but there are a few important things that can help. Educating the
community is extremely important, you can't protect what you don't know about.

I did not find any fish but this is likely because a flood less than a month before flushed
the canyon out and spread out any fish populations. Older footage of the fish from before
drought indicate they may have been invasive sunfish the whole time. Revisiting these pools in
the summer when water levels are lower is suggested to help answer the question of whether
there are any native fish in this canyon. If not, this canyon shows potential as a great site for
introduction. There seems to be long lived refuge pools that allow fish to persist during historic
drought. Removal of invasive sunfish would be a requirement. Bellota Ranch may have possible
stocking locations so if approval is given it may be a good site.

Thinking about the Future

To help understand the status of fish in La Milagrosa Canyon requires better timing and
luck. Future trapping should be done in May or June when water is low and fish are
concentrated. If native fish are found, it would be an unusual and exciting finding; genetic testing
would be crucial to find out if this is a historic population or somehow introduced.

It would be important to identify any cattle tanks or other permanent pools that may hold
sunfish and other invasive fish species. Removal projects should aim to eliminate the non-native
green sunfish from La Milagrosa Canyon. All research on native fish should seek to educate the
local community on native fish of Arizona, and non-native fish and how they got here. There are
likely undiscovered species in Arizona. I set out to answer one question about the survival of
native fish after drought and ended up asking a question I didn't even set out to answer which
was, “Are there any fish in La Milagrosa Canyon?” and, in the end, I have even fewer answers and
more questions. As Paul Hawken said, “Biological diversity is messy. It walks, it crawls, it swims,
it swoops, it buzzes. But extinction is silent, and it has no voice other than our own.” (Schneider,
2015).
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